Effects of Social Comparison, Travel Envy and Self-presentation on the Intention to Visit Tourist Destinations
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ABSTRACT

Sharing travel experiences through social networks has become a very common practice today. Access and exposure to posted content can generate, in users, behavioral and emotional reactions capable of affecting their intention to travel. Based on this, the objective of the present work is to verify the effects of behavioral characteristics (social comparison, envy and self-presentation) on the intention to visit destinations, as displayed by users on social networks—more specifically, on Instagram. The study methodology consists of a survey applied online from May to June 2018 with Instagram users, in which we obtained 547 valid responses. For data analysis, we used descriptive statistics, factor analysis, and logistic regression to test and confirm the hypotheses of the presented theoretical model. The results indicate that envy and social comparison increase the odds of intention to visit a destination, with the strongest effect being related to the social comparison variable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The popularization of the internet, as well as information and communication technologies (ICTs), is responsible for changing society’s habits and customs, intensifying access and the amount of information received by users and, consequently, influencing their purchase decision processes. The advance of these technologies is accompanied by the popularization of digital cameras, smartphones, and computers, along with other devices that facilitate the iconographic record of trips, allowing their rapid diffusion on social networks. More than just a representation of a place, tourist photography is full of personal meaning, and its sharing connects the traveler’s self to the public (Lo & Mckercher, 2015). According to Ferrari and Gândara (2015), travel photographs can be considered as one of the most precious memories for tourists, especially in a context in which they can be displayed as “trophies” to impress followers and friends on social networks.

Social networks intensify the exchange of information about destinations, attractions and tourist services and, at the same time, enhance the visibility of tourist experiences, mainly from the exposure of travel photographs (Machado, 2015; Lo & Mckercher, 2015). Consequently, they are also responsible for generating changes in the consumption habits of travelers, allowing them to independently plan trips, share their tourist experiences in real time, do online reviews on used services and produce relevant content about visited destinations. Thus, social networks make it possible for ordinary travelers to exercise, to some extent, the role of digital influencers (Menéndez & Vázquez, 2017). In this sense, the sharing of travel experiences on social networks plays an important role in forming the awareness, expectations, perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors of users (Narangajavan Kaosiri et al., 2017; Liu, Wu & Li, 2018), in addition to enhancing the visibility of what they consume.

According to Liu, Wu and Li (2018), travel posts on social networks can easily trigger social comparisons between peers, since these networks provide a platform for self-presentation in which users tend to disclose positive aspects of themselves in order to transmit superiority and achieve social recognition (Vogel et al. 2014; Lim & Yang, 2015). In this sense, individuals often engage in the creation and posting of content that seeks to produce a favorable personal image. Such contents are often associated with the display of consumer experiences that have a strong emotional and prestige appeal, including luxury cars, dining in refined restaurants, and trips to trendy, famous or paradisiacal destinations (Cheng & Fu, 2019; Taylor & Strutton, 2016). Furthermore, these shared travel experiences carry positive symbolic meanings, including professional achievements, wealth, status, and happiness in personal life. These positive meanings can stimulate social comparison and evoke feelings of envy (Kerr, Lewis & Burgess, 2012; Van de Ven, Zeelenber & Pieters, 2009). In turn, Belk (2011) points out that envy can stimulate aspirational consumption and, consequently, positively influence the purchase intention.

Self-presentation, therefore, enhances the social comparison processes that are triggered when people compare the received social notifications (such as, posts, newsfeeds, photos, etc.) to their own selves, and this, many times, can generate feelings of envy (Krasnova et al., 2010; Cheng & Fu, 2019) that act as a trigger capable of affecting the behavioral intention of consumption (Cheng & Fu, 2019). In the specialized tourism literature, Hajli, Wang and Tajvidi (2018) and Liu, Wu and Li (2019) point out that the feeling of travel envy has a positive and significant relationship with the intention of visiting a destination previously mentioned by friends on the social networks.

Based on those relationships pointed out in the literature, this study aims to answer the following question: Do social networks, by encouraging behaviors of social comparison, self-presentation
and feeling of envy in their users, influence the intention to visit tourist destinations? Aiming to
answer this problem, this research seeks to verify the effects of behavioral characteristics (social
comparison, envy, and self-presentation) in the intention of visiting destinations displayed by
users on social networks, more specifically, on Instagram. The choice of this social network is due
to the fact that Instagram, despite not being the social network with the largest number of users
(Facebook and Youtube lead the ranking), is attracting new users faster than Facebook’s main
site and has potential to exceed 2 billion users by 2023 (McCormic, 2018; Pew Research Center,
2019). Furthermore, considering the constructs to be analyzed in this research (self-presentation
and envy), Instagram occupies a prominent position, as it is a social media focused on sharing
images, where people post photos and show a little more of themselves or their daily life.

The sharing of travel experiences has become ubiquitous today (Liu, Wu & Li, 2019). Understanding
the motivations and effects generated by posting and viewing photographs on
social networks is, therefore, fundamental to a better understanding of tourist behavior in the
digital world. This understanding can help in planning and managing place marketing, based on
the more rational and efficient use of social networks by destination marketing organizations. On
the other hand, the academic discussion is recent and focuses on the importance of understanding
the relationships between users, the subjective aspects, among other issues related to behavioral
stimuli raised by social networks.

According to Liu, Wu and Li (2019), studies on the effect of envy on travel consumption
intentions are scarce, with the majority of work on the topic focusing on analyzing online review
websites (such as TripAdvisor), leaving a gap in specific studies regarding social networks such as
Facebook and Instagram (Liu, Wu & Li, 2019). Finally, no studies were found that address the
constructs in question in the Brazilian context. We consulted the research repositories “CAPES
Periodicals”; “Spell”; “ISI Web of Knowledge”; “Web of Science” and “Scopus” before and after
completing this research, the last verification being in June 2020.

2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2.1. SOCIAL MEDIA AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

According to Buhalis and Law (2008), since the 1980s, information and communication
technologies have transformed tourism. In the first twenty years, the emphasis was on the adoption
of technology itself and, from the 2000s onwards, there is a greater emphasis on communication
based on the development of several tools that globally facilitate the interaction between different
actors. In this scenario, not only do ICTs support the globalization of the sector, providing
effective tools for suppliers to develop, manage, and distribute their offers, but also enable
consumers to identify, personalize, and purchase tourism products, as well as collaborate with
other consumers (Buhalis & Law, 2008; Barbosa & Medaglia, 2019). This context encourages
an expressive flow of information, some of which can be decisive to arouse curiosity and interest
in traveling (Marujo, 2008).

Among the various online options, social media present themselves with great strength and as
something intrinsic to everyday life nowadays (Gumpo et al., 2020). People visit these websites
for different reasons and behave differently in each of them, some of which have a specific focus
(Whitty, 2008). Krasnova et al. (2010) mention that users’ motivation to disseminate information
on social media is mainly due to the convenience of maintaining and developing relationships
and enjoying the platform.
Peer communication on social media is particularly influential for travelers of the millennial generation, also known as the net generation, which comprises those born approximately between 1981 and 1999 (Liu, Wu & Li, 2019). According to the authors, previous studies show that this generation of consumers is more technologically experienced and tends to rely on social media to search for information and make decisions. Parsons (2017), in turn, highlights that the influence on travel decisions among the younger age group is also due to their presence on the platforms. Liu, Wu & Li (2019) suggest that research not restrict the sample, in order to find out if there is the same effect as was done in the research on screen, since age, frequency of use, and other demographic factors can influence the purchase intention.

User-generated content (UGC) on social media - photos, comments, narratives and stories - is increasingly critical for the travel and tourism industry, permeating all aspects of decision making, motivation, and experience of consumers (Taylor, 2020). This content produced by users can influence the entire travel process (before, during and after the visit). Before traveling, it is used as a source of information and can affect the expectation and intention to purchase; during the trip, it can affect the perceptions of the tourist experience, as well as generate the desire to produce experienced content (knowledge or experiences); and post-trip it can impact tourist satisfaction, future referrals, electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) and intention of revisiting, for example (Narangajavana Kaosiri et al., 2019). The present study emphasizes the pre-visit stage, verifying the relationship of behavioral aspects, which are discussed below, in the intention of visiting tourist destinations.

2.2. Self-Presentation

Goffman (1959) presents the idea that self-presentation is an intentional and tangible component of identity, and that its aim is to make others accept the images that people claim for themselves. The author argues that people are like actors, acting as if they are on a stage presenting their positive aspects and the impressions they want to be reminded by.

People employ various self-presentation strategies, both during face-to-face and online interactions (Schlenker & Pontari, 2000). Self-presentation refers to the value that users derive from the ability to improve their self-concept in relation to others through their online social networks (Krasnova et al., 2010). Therefore, individuals can be very selective in their online self-presentations (Whitty, 2008). They tend to show their best self-image on social media platforms and, consequently, the posted content usually displays only the best part of their lives (Cheng & Fu, 2019).

Krasnova et al. (2010) consider that, when receiving social notifications such as posts, newsfeeds, and photos from other people, individuals compare the user-generated content to themselves, and this comparison can stimulate envious feelings. As a result, most academic studies on the topic consider that envy plays a significant mediating role between self-presentation and travel intention. However, Hajli, Wang and Tajvid (2018) concluded that self-presentation also directly influences this intention. Despite that, such direct relationship between self-presentation and intention to visit has been little tested in the literature.

In order to contribute to this gap, and considering the different reactions to sensory and behavioral stimuli generated by social networks, we consider that users’ posts are influenced by their peers’ posts (Wang, Yu & Wei, 2012). Thus, it is assumed that trips to coveted destinations activate aspirational motivations, making people more willing to improve their own status (reactive self-presentation) and, consequently, influencing their intentions to visit those destinations. Based on these considerations, the first research hypothesis of the present study is formulated:
H1 – Self-presentation positively influences the intention to visit a tourist destination.

2.3. Social Comparison

Festinger (1954) was the pioneer researcher in studies on social comparison. According to the author, social comparison occurs when people compare their own characteristics and aptitudes to that of other people. It is assumed that people need to compare themselves with others so that, in this way, they gain a better understanding of themselves. The author considers that there are two types of comparisons, that of opinion and that of skills. The purpose of social opinion comparison is to learn about facts and norms, which are the basis for individuals to position themselves in a social context. Social skill comparison necessarily involves a value judgment—that is, who is better and who is worse.

For Wood (1996), the theory of social comparison is based on the process of thinking about information regarding other people in relation to ourselves. Lee (2014) believes that social comparison serves to reduce uncertainty regarding values, problems and opinions. Collins (1996) considers that such comparisons may have repercussions on self-assessment, and may be associated with positive or negative feelings. De Botton (2004) adds that the concern with social status and social comparisons is determined by the desire to receive some evidence that we are loved or respected by those who are important to us. Suls and Wheeler (2000), on the other hand, state that comparing ourselves with other people and evaluating someone's relative position influences a person's self-concept, aspiration level and feelings of well-being.

Social comparison can inflate or decrease self-concept depending on the direction of the comparison (Taylor, 2020). In the descending social comparison, the person to whom individuals compare themselves to is judged to be inferior, which can raise their self-image. In the upward social comparison, the object of comparison is judged to be superior, which can be inspiring, threatening, or both. (Taylor, 2020; Liu, Wu & Li, 2019). In the upward comparison, the potential negative effects are: self-assessment and decreased subjective well-being, depression (Liu, Wu & Li, 2019) and aversion towards those subjects who are envied (Belk, 2011). The positives refer to the motivation to maintain or improve a positive sense of self (Liu, Wu & Li, 2019).

Mussweiler, Rüter and Epstude (2006) believe that the processes of social comparison are always triggered when people are confronted with information about other people. In this sense, social networks enhance this sharing of information and impressions and, consequently, stimulate the behavior of social comparison among its users. When browsing other people's information, people tend to associate it with themselves and compare themselves with others (Cheng & Fu, 2019). With the popularization of social media, social comparison has been more ubiquitous among people (Sabatini & Sarracino, 2019). People “follow” other users, keeping up with their lives and, deliberately or unconsciously, monitoring how they present themselves, what they do and how they interact (Lee, 2014; Sabatini & Sarracino, 2019).

When social media is used for social comparisons, consumers often compare their real lives with an ideal of other people’s lives, often deliberately constructed, as social media users often highlight positive aspects of themselves (Taylor, 2020; Lo & McKercher, 2015; Whitty, 2008). Thus, when individuals evaluate themselves using these heuristics, they are more likely to perceive the direction of social comparison as upward, which can lead to increased levels of envy (Taylor, 2020). The upward social comparison, therefore, happens when the subject perceives others as being superior. Consequently, this type of comparison can boost aspirational consumption (that is, consumption driven by aspirations of social status) as a way of elevating a positive sense of self. Considering this process, it is believed that travel experiences shared on social networks stimulate
upward social comparison and, consequently, influence the intention to visit for aspirational reasons. Thus, the second hypothesis of our research is presented:

**H2** – Social comparison positively influences the intention to visit a tourist destination.

### 2.4. Envy In Social Networks

According to Marques, Cavalcante and Ferraz (2017), envy, besides being a universal feeling, is also timeless and part of the psychic structure of the human being, interfering in our culture and way of organization. According to the authors, the feeling of envy is a social emotion and happens exactly due to the interaction between individuals, occurring between the envious and the envied. If people did not compare themselves to others, there would be no envy (Belk, 2011). The envy literature points out that it can be positive (benign) or negative (malignant) depending on the experiences, ideas and actions of individuals, being able to influence the social relationships and actions of individuals, including their buying behavior.

For authors who conceptualize envy through negative bias, the social interaction that the envious person establishes with the envied person is based on destructive thoughts and hostility. For Parrot and Smith (1993) envy is “something that arises when a person lacks another’s superior quality, achievement, or possession and either desires it or wishes that the other lacked it”. For Spinoza (1999), envy can be understood as a hate that can affect men, making them unhappy with the happiness of others and, even on the contrary, making them happy with the unhappiness of others. Contrary to the thoughts of envy as something negative, some authors consider that, although envy is an unpleasant emotion, it can induce a positive reaction after being triggered (Cheng & Fu, 2019). Benign envy is associated with the behavioral tendency to improve oneself, with aspirational consumption and hard work, mirroring others (Belk, 2011; Van de Ven, Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2011). Crusius and Mussieler (2012) affirm that envy motivates people to improve their own position, stimulating consumption. In turn, Van de Ven, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2011) suggest that benign envy can lead consumers to pay a higher price (premium) for the desired products belonging to the envied target.

The feeling of envy is believed to generate an increase in the intention to visit places or purchase material goods. Lin, Van de Ven & Utz (2018) found that experiential purchases (such as travel) exposed on social networks causes more envy than material purchases. In the same direction, Taylor and Strutton (2016), Liu, Wu and Li (2019) and Cheg and Fu (2019) believe that people become prone to conspicuous consumption, influenced by others on social networks. Hajji, Wang and Tajvid (2018) state that sharing photos and posts about tourist destinations on social networks can act as a trigger capable of arousing feelings of envy in users, and may influence the intention to visit the portrayed destinations. In addition, Baker and Crompton (2000) point out that travelers’ intention to visit a tourist destination is considered an effective indicator of their future travels. Based on these postulations, we present our third research hypothesis:

**H3** – Travel envy on social media positively influences the intention to visit a tourist destination.

### 3. METHODOLOGY

This study is characterized by being an exploratory quantitative research whose main objective is to verify the effects of behavioral characteristics (social comparison, envy, and self-presentation) in the intention of visiting destinations displayed by users on social networks, more specifically, on Instagram.
The scales used in the research form to measure theoretical constructs are based on the previous study carried out by Hajli, Wang and Tajvidi (2018) to examine the antecedents and consequences of travel envy on Facebook. The authors themselves recommend that new studies need to be developed in order to test the research instrument on other social media platforms. That is one of the reasons that leads this research to test the scales in the context of the social network Instagram. To this end, the scales were initially translated, and then underwent reverse translation by a specialist (Costa, 2018).

The online questionnaire was applied via Google Forms and was divided into two sessions. The first contains questions related to the respondents’ individual characteristics and the second, questions related to behavioral characteristics related to self-presentation, social comparison and envy. In this second module, the questions are measured using a Likert-type scale, which ranges from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Data collection took place between May 11 and June 2, 2018. The online questionnaire was made available on the Google Forms platform and its access link was sent by email and social networks, following the method of data collection by Virtual Snowball. According to Costa (2018), the viral snowball method consists of sending a questionnaire for a specific group of social network users and asking them to pass on the search tool to others in their network. In this way, it is possible to obtain a self-generated sample based on sharing the form through the collaboration of respondents.

The primary respondents to the survey were selected using the non-probabilistic accessibility sample technique (Babbie, 2001) and, therefore, the profile of the participants cannot be generalized.

In order to operationalize the theoretical constructs, confirmatory factor analysis is used to confirm that the dimensions found correspond to the expected structure of the tested constructs and theoretical variables. The method used is Principal Component Analysis, which allows limiting the number of variables based on the determination of common latent factors (Corrar et al., 2012; Fávero et al., 2009). As expected, the variables are grouped in the factors proposed by Hajli, Wang and Tajvidi (2018) demonstrating that the scale is adequate for measuring the suggested constructs, as expressed in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive statistics resulting from Factor Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement of constructs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measurement of constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Eigenvalues</th>
<th>% Variance</th>
<th>Loadings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COM4:</td>
<td>I usually compare how well I do things on Instagram in relation to the people I follow</td>
<td>.848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM5:</td>
<td>I usually compare how I stand out socially (e.g., popularity) in relation to other people on Instagram</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Envy on Social Networks</td>
<td>ENV1: In general, I find that most people I follow on Instagram have a better life than mine.</td>
<td>3.055</td>
<td>61.100</td>
<td>.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENV2: I believe that travel photos posted by people I follow on Instagram get more likes than mine</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENV3: Somehow, I feel uncomfortable when I see how wonderful are the travel photos posted by some people I follow on Instagram.</td>
<td>.854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENV4: I feel uncomfortable when I realize the popularity (e.g., likes, shares, number of followers) of the people I follow who post travel photos on Instagram</td>
<td>.834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENV5: Somehow, I feel uncomfortable when I see on Instagram how much the people I follow travel</td>
<td>.812</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Presentation</td>
<td>SP1: I try to make a good impression on my followers on Instagram</td>
<td>2.185</td>
<td>72.848</td>
<td>.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SP2: I try to present myself in a favorable way to my followers on Instagram</td>
<td>.918</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SP3: Instagram allows me to show my best qualities to my followers</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Visit Intention</td>
<td>DV11: If I get the chance to travel, I intend to travel to destinations mentioned by people I follow on Instagram</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>85.012</td>
<td>.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DV12: When I plan a trip, the likelihood of me visiting destinations mentioned by people I follow on Instagram is high.</td>
<td>.922</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis

Source: Research data.

For methodological reasons, the construct of intention to visit the destination is dichotomized, that is, the continuous variable generated by the analysis of main components is recoded between 0 and 1, where 0 represents all values below the median (= not having intention to visit), and
1 (= having the intention to visit the destination) represents all values above the median. Thus, the visit intention construct takes on a qualitative meaning defined arbitrarily by the authors through the median.

Then, the relationships are tested according to the Theoretical Model (Figure 1) below. It should be noted that the individual characteristics were not discussed in the theoretical model, but are used in statistical modeling as control variables.

For data treatment, the software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), modules of descriptive statistics, factor analysis, and logistic regression are used.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An initial characterization of the sample profile indicates the relatively higher participation of women (75%) compared to men (25%). Most respondents are between 20 and 30 years old (62.5%), and have at least an incomplete higher education (90%). Regarding the frequency of access to Instagram, 77% said they access digital media several times a day, according to data in Table 2 below. The 20 to 30 age group is considered to be young consumers by Gumpo et al. (2020). According to the authors, the social network Instagram has great popularity precisely with the public of this group. Furthermore, recent studies indicate that the influence of social networks on consumer behavior is especially significant for the Millennial generation, who is more prone to social comparison and, consequently, more likely to feel envy when exposed to the posts of their social media colleagues (Elejalde-Ruiz, 2015; Khanna, 2016).
Table 2
Descriptive statistics for individual variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Level</td>
<td>Incomplete elementary school</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete primary education</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0,8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete high school</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete high school</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete higher education</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete higher education</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete graduate</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete graduate</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram use intensity</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a month</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many times a month</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many times a week</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once a day</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many times a day</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data.

Regarding the behavioral variables (social comparison, envy and self-presentation), a descriptive statistical analysis of the values found for the sample is also performed. Table 3 shows the median values for each construct, as well as the asymmetry and kurtosis indices. We choose to present the median values, as the median offers a better idea of a typical value since it is not as distorted by extremely high or low values as the average of the data. Table 3 also shows the indices of asymmetry and kurtosis to meet the data normality criterion (Marôco, 2010).

In general, according to table 3, the sample has three particular characteristics for each construct group. In the first group, social comparison, the median observed is 3 for almost all variables, except for the first one, whose median value is 4. For the set of variables that make up the construct related to envy, the median values observed are lower. This finding is congruent with that of Souza et al. (2018) who, in their study, point out that the social media Instagram does not arouse the feeling of envy in its users with regard to travel consumption. Finally, for the construct that represents self-presentation, the opposite is observed, that is, the median values are higher, with two of the three variables evaluated having a median equal to 5. The data in Table 3 allows us to infer that respondents in the sample have a strong tendency to use Instagram to create a favorable image of themselves. This data corroborates Taylor (2020), Lo & McKercher (2015) and Whitty (2008) regarding the deliberate exposure of positive aspects of oneself on social networks. On the other hand, contrary to expectations, travel jealousy does not seem to be a recurrent feeling among the subjects in the sample, since the values related to the “discomfort” resulting from the posts of others are the lowest ascertained.
For purposes of illustration, the boxplot graph below (figure 2) analyzes and compares the variation of the study variables (social comparison, envy and self-presentation) between respondents who do not intend to visit the destination (represented by group 0) and those who have intended to visit (represented by group 1). As can be seen, in the sample in question, the median of subjects who intend to travel is positive for the three aspects: comparison, envy and self-presentation. While in subjects who have no intention of visiting, these aspects are negative for social comparison and envy and very close to nullity in the case of self-presentation. It should be noted that, in the case of absence of visit intention, there are several outliers in relation to envy.

After presenting the descriptive statistical analysis of the data, a logistic regression analysis is performed to test and confirm the hypotheses of the theoretical model presented. As explained in the methodology, after the recoding, the dependent variable “intention to visit” is transformed into a dummy variable, assuming that 0 means “not having the intention to visit the destination” and 1 means “having the intention to visit the destination”. The present study seeks to evaluate the behavioral characteristics (independent variables) that can affect the intention to visit a destination (dependent variable). Thus, all variables considered in the model are controlled with each other. As a series of independent variables is used, a model is adopted using multiple logistic regression analysis. The measure of association calculated from this logistic model is the odds ratio, obtained by comparing respondents who differ only in the attribute of interest, keeping the values of the other variables constant.

Table 4 below shows the results of the regression analysis. Then, the results are presented and discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Std. Error of Kurtosis</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COM 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.085</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.025</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.046</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.103</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.287</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.140</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.382</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.163</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-.740</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1.304</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1.144</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1.055</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data.
Figure 2. Comparative boxplot graph: Intention to visit the destination

*Source:* Research data.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female =1)</td>
<td>-0.182</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level</td>
<td>-0.536</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>3.220</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>3.910</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>1.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Instagram use</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>13.011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social comparison</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>7.355</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>1.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envy</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>4.924</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>1.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self presentation</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>1.456</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>1.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-0.642</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>1.571</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variable(s) entered on step 1: female, higher, age, intfreq, COM, Envy, SP.

*Source:* Research data.
As shown in Table 4, in the group of individual variables, only the variables age and frequency of Instagram use are statistically significant at the 5% significance level (represented by the value below 0.05 in the table’s “Sig.” column). According to the data, the increase in the respondent’s age by one year increases the odds ratio of intention to visit by 0.19%. As the sample is composed mainly of members from the age group who, according to Gumpo (2020), adhere more to this social media, understanding this relationship of increasing age with the intention to buy can be a complement to what Parsons (2017) points out: that Instagram affects the younger generation and their travel decisions due to their presence on the platforms. In relation to this presence, data on the frequency of Instagram use reveals that those people who use Instagram several times a day increase their odds of visiting the destination by 142.5%. Therefore, the longer the user spends browsing the social network, the more likely they are to be exposed to some type of content related to tourist travel, and this positively affects their intention to visit the displayed destinations. In addition, the results of Gumpo et al. (2020) suggest that the more Instagram users appreciate the app, the more they are likely to be influenced in their intentions to visit a tourist destination.

Regressions related to behavioral constructs reveal that only social comparison and envy are statistically significant. Thus, the data demonstrate that the increase of one unit on the scale of the social comparison construct increases the odds ratio of visiting the destination by 40.8%, that is, the more people compare, the more likely it is to influence their visit intention. In the case of the envy construct, the odds ratio is increased by 29.3% in the event of a variation of one unit on the scale. The finding corroborates the results found in previous studies that indicate that envy, especially benign envy, influences consumption intentions and behavior, either to improve self-presentation or to decrease negative emotions through reactive consumption (Cheng & Fu, 2019; Liu, Wu & Li, 2019; Lin, Van de Ven & Utz, 2018; Belk, 2011; Van de Ven, Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2011).

Regarding self-presentation, contrary to the result found by Hajli, Wang and Tajvid (2018), it is not possible to confirm the hypothesis that it directly affects the intention to visit a destination. The incongruity in the results indicates that this construct needs to be better explored in the literature. Since self-presentation involves complex social games to impress the public and there is a reactive symbiosis of behaviors between the individual and the other, it is considered that other variables, such as strength of bonds, identification between peers and traits of personality should be tested as control variables to better understand these effects. Nevertheless, the analysis of the descriptive statistics of the present study reveals that the engagement of the sample users in their self-presentation is quite recurrent, since this construct has the highest medians among all dimensions considered in the study (as can be seen in figure 2). Therefore, the study points to the relevance of Instagram as a tool for managing users’ impressions, revealing the concern of individuals to make a good impression and show their qualities on the social network, for example, from posting well-produced personal photos and revealing the consumption of products with a strong appeal of social status, including travel and tourist destinations. The data corroborate Goffman’s (1959) theory that presents the idea that people are like actors, as if they were on a stage presenting their positive aspects and the impressions they want to be highlighted. Based on the results, it is possible to prove that Instagram is intentionally used by the survey respondents to promote their self-presentation, demonstrating that the social network acts as a stage for its users to act, showing the best of themselves.
5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

From the obtained results, it is possible to verify that, among the analyzed behavioral characteristics (self-presentation, envy and social comparison), only the social comparison and envy variables are statistically significant in terms of the intention to visit the tourist destination. The data indicates that the increase of one unit in the scale of social comparison increases the chances of intention to visit the destination in 40.8%. In the envy variable, there is an increase of 29.3%.

Regarding the profile of the Instagram user, it is possible to evaluate that, among the individual characteristics (gender, age, education, and intensity of use of Instagram), only the variables age and intensity of use show statistically significant relationships in the intention of visiting destinations featured on Instagram. The study points out that, with each year of increase in the respondent’s age, the chance of visiting the tourist destination increases by 0.19%. Regarding the variable frequency of Instagram use, it is observed that those who use the platform several times a day are 142.5% exposed to the increased chance of visiting the destination, that is, the longer the user uses the platform, the greater the chance of positively increasing the intention to visit the shown destinations.

In addition to the objectives of this work, it is also identified that the travel content posted on the social network, contrary to expectations, does not arouse strong feelings of envy in the studied sample. Souza et. al (2018), in a study on envy in social networks, point out difficulty in verifying the sincerity of the answers on this question. It is considered, therefore, that the result of our research may have suffered interferences from the respondents’ manipulation in ostensibly assuming their real feelings, since the social representation about the concept of envy imputes negative and sinful connotations to it. Therefore, envy emerges as a theoretical concept that imposes additional challenges on researchers who venture to estimate it, and such difficulties are not restricted to studies using quantitative methods. However, we consider that this analysis effort is imperative, as it is a universal and common feeling that can influence the choices and the decision-making processes of consumers.

In our research we are able to prove that the content posted on social networks is a source of envy, however, it is considered that this effect may be underestimated due to the discussion held here. Despite this, it is possible to prove that travel posts can stimulate the feeling of envy, affecting the Instagram users’ intention to visit. Future studies may use mixed methods to try to find more precise ways of measuring envy, such as, for example, the adoption of qualitative projective techniques before the quantitative stage is carried out.

Although our work is inspired by the research by Hajli, Wang and Tajvidi (2018), we seek to contribute to the advancement of previous research by testing the effects of study variables on a different social network platform (in the original study, the authors investigated Facebook users, instead of Instagram, and left it as a suggestion for future research that this approach be carried out). In addition, we use a distinct statistical analysis method (structural equations X logistic regression) and focus on testing the model in a sample composed exclusively of Brazilians. Unlike the study by Hajli, Wang and Tajvidi (2018), the methodological strategy adopted in our research evaluates the direct effect of the set of independent variables on the response variable corresponding to the intention to visit a tourist destination. When using the logistic regression model to estimate the odds ratios, the intervening effect of the variable envy was not modeled. However, this does not invalidate our results, as these were obtained through another methodological approach that is guided by scientific rigor throughout the process of preparing and carrying out the research. The exploratory character of our study has the challenge of incorporating theoretical and methodological similarities found in other previous investigations, but it does
not consist of an integral replication of these researches. Thus, it is intended to understand and investigate other realities and contexts, as well as to propose new methodologies for analyzing the investigated issues.

While Hajli, Wang and Tajvid (2018) found that the direct effect of social comparison is not significant for the intention to visit, but is significant for self-presentation, we find a statistically significant relationship between intention to visit and social comparison, but not for self-presentation. In this sense, it is considered that the differences in the researches’ findings, instead of meaning a refutation of the previous studies, indicates, in reality, that new investigations must be conducted, mainly because those are behavioral variables that involve complex human interactions in the digital environment and are extremely volatile and dynamic. This reinforces the need for such relationships to be tested in future research in order to provide a better understanding of the profile of social networks users and their consumption behavior regarding traveling.

It is important to emphasize that the present work has some limitations. In this sense, we highlight that the collected sample is not representative of the population, since a sample for convenience was carried out, showing biases related to the profile of the interviewees, for example, high rate of respondents with complete and incomplete higher education and predominance of female respondents aged between 20 and 30 years old. We suggest for future researches to apply the empirical model to other countries, aiming to understand and measure the difference of the Instagram platform for different peoples and cultures, since seminal studies indicate that the country’s culture variable influences differently the behavioral uses and responses of social network users (Mooji & Hofstede, 2011).

Finally, answering the central question of this study: “Do social networks, by stimulating behaviors of social comparison, self-presentation and envy in their users, influence the intention to visit tourist destinations?”, we conclude that the feeling of travel envy on social networks isn’t very recurrent among respondents in the sample. Despite this, it is possible to prove that envy and social comparison have a direct positive effect on the intention to visit tourist destinations, corroborating two of the three research hypotheses that we investigated.

In addition to the academic contribution, the present work has important managerial implications. The results found show that destination marketing organizations (DMOs) need to adapt their management and promotion efforts to understand the logic of the evolution of the market as a social process, in which it is essential to discuss the participation of tourists in the process of communication through the sharing of travel experiences and the co-creation of content (Lourenço et al., 2020).

By taking into account the proven hypotheses that envy and social comparison have a direct positive effect on the visit intention, destination marketing efforts (whether from government or private companies) can direct their attention not only to generating official content, but also to content (and interactions) generated by users in a combined way. Marketing management can be adopted with a focus on making the tourist-consumer a protagonist in the creation and dissemination of content about the destination, through, for example: a) interactions and engagement with users in order to encourage them to share their travel experiences on social networks; b) use of photographs produced by tourists for the elaboration of tourism communication; c) production of content that evokes attributes of a certain lifestyle or that stimulates the target audience’s desire for status (encouraging conspicuous consumption); d) other strategies that allow the exposure of the various visitors and their interaction with their peers.

Finally, it should be noted that the pandemic scenario of COVID-19, experienced in the year 2020, is bringing several disruptions in consumption whose subsequent maintenance is still
unknown (Sheth, 2020). Among these changes, there is a strong increase in the “digitization” of several social and commercial issues (Coelho & Mayer, 2020; Gössling et al., 2020). Thus, there is still a lot of conceptual and empirical space to explore the effects of relationships on virtual social networks regarding the intention to visit destinations. This is especially relevant in the current context of crisis and uncertainty. In a scenario of so many restrictions and reduced mobility, travel has become, even if temporarily, a scarce resource. If in the very recent past, literature considered that luxury destinations aroused social comparison and envy, what will be the new destinations that are the targets of other people’s greed? More than ever, understanding this tangle of feelings and behavior stimulated by social networks seems to be an indispensable contribution of the academy for thinking about the direction and future of tourism.
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Reference notes

The authors developed a series of measures with several items, adopting scales previously validated in the existing literature adapted to the research context. The measures and studies on which they are based are: Social Comparison (Buunk & Gibbons, 2006; Wang, Hsiao, Yang, & Hajli, 2016); Travel Envy on Social Networks (Krasnova et al., 2010; Vecchio, 2000); Self-presentation (Krasnova et al., 2010); and Intention to visit a destination (Chen, Shang, & Li, 2014).
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